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1. INTRODUCTION
A ring satisfies the ``primitive criterion'' if every polynomial whose
coefficients generate the ring as an ideal represents a unit}i.e., takes on a
unit value at some ring element. Such rings have appeared in several
w x w x w x w xplaces, notably 8 , 4 , 11 , and 3 , and a common theme is that they
behave formally in much the same way as local rings. One purpose of this
article is to explain this common theme to some extent by constructing a
``Grothendieck topology'' for the category of schemes for which rings
satisfying the primitive criterion play the same role as do local rings for the
Zariski topology. We dub this new topology the ``primitive topology'' and
show that it is closely related to the Zariski topology. In particular, the
theory of ``homotopy invariant sheaves with transfers,'' a very active
subject of study by authors such as E. Friedlander, A. Suslin, and V.
Voevodsky, is essentially the same for the primitive and Zariski topologies
on smooth varieties.
Another purpose of this paper is to prove various properties of the
primitive topology with the aim of demonstrating its potential utility. In
general, the primitive topology has several advantages over the Zariski
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topology. For example, a module-finite ring extension of a ring satisfying
the primitive criterion also satisfies the primitive criterion, a property of
the primitive topology whose analog in the Zariski topology is false. This
entails a simplification of several of the proofs of statements concerning
presheaves with transfer which are quite difficult to establish in the Zariski
topology. Additionally, the primitive topology is extremely coarse. Conse-
Ïquently, the Cech cohomology groups for the primitive topology are easily
described, and in fact yield a type of ``Amitsur cohomology.'' Using the
Ïexplicit nature of the Cech cohomology groups, we get an intriguing
formula for the Picard group of an arbitrary reduced ring R.
ÏThe Cech complexes associated with the primitive topology were first
encountered by the author when studying filtrations on the K-theory space
for a ring. Thus the primitive topology should also prove useful in the
study of K-theory. Toward this end, we prove a few foundational results
concerning the K-groups in the primitive topology.
Remark 1.1. We assume all rings have 1 and are commutative and
noetherian.
2. RINGS SATISFYING THE PRIMITIVE CRITERION
 . w xA polynomial f x , . . . , x g R x , . . . , x has unit content if its coeffi-1 n 1 n
  .w xcients generate R as an ideal or, equivalently, f / 0 in Rrm x , . . . , x ,1 n
.  .for all maximal ideals m . We say f represents a unit if f r , . . . , r is a unit1 n
of R for some choice of r , . . . , r .1 n
 .We say a commutative ring R with unity satisfies the primiti¨ e criterion,
w xor more simply that R is primiti¨ e, if every polynomial in R x , . . . , x1 n
with unit content represents a unit. This is equivalent to the property that
every polynomial in one variable with unit content represents a unit, since,
 .  M1 Mn.given an f x , . . . , x with unit content, we have that f x , . . . , x has1 n
 iy1unit content for M , . . . , M sufficiently general. In fact, letting M s d1 n i
for d ) deg f does the trick by considering base d expansions of integers
w x .4 .
EXAMPLE 2.1. A semi-local ring R such that each residue field is
 .infinite is primitive. For given a polynomial f x with unit content, we can
find an element in each of its residue fields which is not a root for f , and
then apply the Chinese remainder theorem to find an element of R which
is not a root of f in any residue field. More generally, this argument shows
that a ring R is primitive if and only if RrJ is primitive, where J is the
Jacobson radical of R.
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 . y1 w xEXAMPLE 2.2. For R any commutative ring, define R t [ S R t ,
 .where S is the collection of polynomials with unit content. Then R t is
 .  .w x  N .primitive, since, given f x g R t x of unit content, f t is a unit for N
 .sufficiently large. Further, the maximal spectrum of R t is homeomorphic
to that of R, showing that any maximal spectrum can appear as the
 w x .maximal spectrum of a primitive ring. See 11 .
A slightly weaker condition than the primitive criterion is the condition
 .that every polynomial f x which represents a unit in every residue field of
R represents a unit in R itself. Let us call a ring satisfying this condition a
local-global ring, or an LG ring for short. One can easily establish the
following theorem.
w xTHEOREM 2.3 8 . A ring is primiti¨ e if and only if it is local-global and all
its residue fields are infinite.
w x w x w x w xPrimitive rings and local-global rings were studied in 3 , 4 , 11 , and 8 .
A common theme in these studies is that such rings behave much like local
rings. Here are some examples.
w xTHEOREM 2.4 8 . If R is primiti¨ e, then any finitely generated projecti¨ e
 .R-module of constant rank is free. In particular, Pic R is tri¨ ial.
w xThis was generalized in 3 to the following.
w xTHEOREM 2.5 3, Theorem 2.6 . If R is primiti¨ e and M and N are finitely
generated R-modules which are locally isomorphic, then M and N are isomor-
phic.
Van der Kallen has shown that primitive rings or, more generally, ``unit
.irreducible rings'' behave like local rings in low degree K-theory computa-
tions.
w xTHEOREM 2.6 11 . If R is primiti¨ e, then clearly R satisfies all of Bass'
 . =  .stable range conditions, so that K R s R . Additionally, K R is gener-1 2
ated by symbols in the sense that the product map of K-theory R=m R=ª
 .K R is onto.2
 .Remark 2.7. Van der Kallen in fact gives a presentation of K R , for2
R primitive, similar to Matsumoto's presentation of K of a field.2
3. THE PRIMITIVE TOPOLOGY
We remind the reader of the definition of a Grothendieck topology on a
category C. For simplicity, we assume pullbacks are always defined in C.
 .A Grothendieck topology on C is an assignment of a collection of co¨ers
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to each object X of C. A cover of X is by definition a set of arrows
 4U ª X with target X. The collection of covers should satisfy thei ig I
conditions that
( 6 41. a set consisting of a single isomorphism Y X is a cover
of X ;
 < 4  <2. if U ª X i g I is a cover of X and for each i the set V ª U ji i j i
4  <g J is a cover of U , then the set obtained by composition V ª X i gi i i j
4I, j g J is a cover of X ;i
and
 < 43. if U ª C i g I is a cover of C and C9 ª C is any morphism,i
 < 4then the set obtained by pullback U = C9 ª C9 i g I is a cover of C9.i C
Roughly speaking, these conditions say that an isomorphism is a cover, a
cover of a cover is a cover, and the pullback of a cover is a cover. A
category C equipped with a Grothendieck topology is called a site. One bit
 < 4of terminology we need is that a refinement of a cover V ª X j g J isj
 < 4another cover U ª X i g I together with a map f : I ª J such that, fori
all i g I, the map U ª X factors through the map V ª X. The collec-i f  i.
tion of all covers of a fixed object forms a category with morphisms given
by refinement.
Two easy motivating examples to keep in mind are the following. First,
let X be a topological space and let C be the category whose objects are
the collection of open subsets of X and whose morphisms are given by
inclusions. A cover of an object U of C is defined to be a collection of
open subsets of U whose union is all of U. This defines, as the reader can
easily verify, a topology on C. The second motivating example arises by
taking C to be a full subcategory of the category of all topological spaces
that is closed under pullback. For example, one might take C to be the
collection of all CW complexes which map to a fixed base space. A cover
of an object Y of C is defined to be a set of open inclusions for which the
union of all the images is Y.
For a more exotic example, let us consider a category C of ``nice''
 .topological spaces closed under pullback for example, CW complexes .
We define a cover of an object X to be a set consisting of a single covering
space of X. One can readily check the axioms of a topology are fulfilled.
The coarser topology defined by stipulating that a cover consists of a finite
covering space is analogous the finite etale topology in algebraic geometry.Â
The Zariski topology for the category of schemes is defined by declaring
a cover of a scheme X to be a finite set of open immersions such that the
union of all the images is X. This is sometimes called the ``big Zariski
site.'' The ``small Zariski site'' for a scheme X is defined by considering
the category of open subschemes of X with morphisms given by inclusion.
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The usual notion of cover is used. Other common examples of topologies
on a category of schemes are the etale topology and the flat topology. ForÂ
later use, we recall that the flat topology on a category of schemes is given
by declaring a cover of a scheme X to be a finite set of flat maps which are
locally of finite type and have target X such that the union of the images
of all the maps in the set is X.
The utility of having a Grothendieck topology on a category C is that C
then admits a sheaf theory, including a notion of sheaf cohomology,
analogous to the classical notions. A sheaf F for a site with underlying
category C is a contravariant functor from C to the category of sets i.e., a
.  < 4presheaf which satisfies the sheaf axiom: If U ª X i g I is a cover of X,i
then the sequence
F X ª F U i F U = U .  .  . i i X j
i i , j
is left exact in the sense that the left-hand arrow, which is given in the
evident manner, is the equalizer of the two right-hand arrows. These two
 .  .arrows are given by sending an element i ¬ s of  F U to thei i i
  ..   ..elements i, j ¬ res s and i, j ¬ res s , respectively. We have usedi j
 .the shorthand ``res'' to refer to the evident ``restriction maps'' F U ªi
 .F U = U , etc. A sheaf of groups, abelian groups, rings, etc. is a sheafi X j
which factors through the category of groups, abelian groups, rings, etc.
The category of sheaves of abelian groups forms an abelian category with
w xenough injectives 9, Sect. 1 of III . Given a presheaf F on C , that is, a
contravariant functor to the category of sets, one can form its ``sheafifica-
;  . ;tion,'' which we write as F . There is a map of presheaves F ª F and
any map from F to a sheaf factors uniquely through this map.
Just as in the classical setting, the notion of an exact sequence of
sheaves of abelian groups, or more specifically the notion of a surjection, is
somewhat subtle. A map of sheaves F ª G is surjective if and only if, for
 .  4every object X and every element g g G X , there is a cover U ª X ofi
 .X such that the restriction of g to each U lifts to an element of F U .i i
 .Given a sheaf of abelian groups F and object X of C , we define G X, F
 .  .to be the abelian group F X . The functor G y, F is left exact, but not
 .in general right exact. The right derived functors of G y, F are by
i .definition the sheaf cohomology groups of F and are written H X, F .
One technical point we need to mention is that the category CrX of
objects of C over X}i.e., in which an object is an arrow of C with target
X}has an evident induced topology and the restriction of a sheaf on C to
CrX is a sheaf in this topology. For the purposes of computing cohomol-
ogy of a sheaf of abelian groups on C at X, it suffices to first restrict to
CrX, which allows us to assume X is the final object in the category. See
w x .9, III.1.10 .
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ÏFor an arbitrary Grothendieck topology on a category C , the Cech
cohomology groups of a presheaf of abelian groups F defined on C at an
 4object X are given as follows. Given a cover U [ U ª X of X, define ai
complex
F U ª F U = U ª F U = U = U ª ??? , .  .  .  i i X j i X j X k
i i , j i , j , k
 .where the maps are given by sending the element i , . . . , i ¬ s1 ny1 i , . . . , i1 ny1
  . t  .to the element j , . . . , j ¬  y1 res s . The ith cohomol-1 n t j , . . . , · , . . . , jÃ1 t nÏ i .ogy group of this complex is written H U, F . The direct limit of all the
Ï i . H U, F , indexed by the category of all covers of X with morphisms
Ï Ï i.  .defined by refinement , gives the ith Cech cohomology group H X, F . A
key lemma shows that if V refines U, then up to chain homotopy any
refinement and any choice of factorization of the maps involved in the
Ï w xcovers yields the same map on Cech complexes 9, III.2.1 . Thus one can
consider the poset of covers of X with order relation defined by refine-
ment and where two covers are identified if they refine each other. When
Ïdefining Cech cohomology on X, it suffices to consider a ``weakly cofinal
system'' of covers within the category of all covers of X, by which we mean
a cofinal system in the poset of all covers.
ÏIn general, the Cech cohomology groups do not agree with the derived
functor cohomology groups for a sheaf. But they do for the etale topology;Â
w x .see 9, III.2.17 .
We are now prepared to introduce the primiti¨ e topology.
DEFINITION 3.1. The primiti¨ e topology for a given category of schemes
C is defined by stipulating that a cover for an object X of C is a singleton
 4U ª X such that the map U ª X is surjective and can be realized as the
composition of an open immersion into X = An followed by the natural
projection.
We can rephrase the definition by saying that a primitive cover of X is
given by a single map isomorphic to one of the form X = An y Z ª X,
where Z is a closed subscheme of X = An containing no fibers of the
projection X = An ª X. One can easily check that the three axioms
defining a Grothendieck topology are satisfied for the primitive topology.
We will often abuse notation by saying that a map U ª X is a primitive
 4cover if the set U ª X is a cover in the primitive topology of X. Ob-
serve that covers in the primitive topology are also covers in the flat
 .topology}i.e., the flat topology is strictly finer than the primitive topol-
 .ogy. In particular, a representable presheaf of sets Hom y, W is a sheaf
in the primitive topology.
For simplicity, we usually work in the category of schemes which are
quasi-projective over the spectrum of a noetherian ring. This condition
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ensures all our schemes have ample line bundles. When needed, we can
consider the ``small primitive site'' of a scheme X. This will consist of the
category of maps Y ª X which define primitive covers of X. When we
need to refer to the category of all quasi-projective schemes over a fixed
base scheme X equipped with the primitive topology, we use the phrase
``big primitive site of X.''
A typical example of a cover of X in the primitive topology arises by
removing from X = A1 a very ample, effective, relative divisor of X = A1
over X. By this we mean a locally principal closed subscheme of X = A1
 w x .which is flat over X. See 7 for equivalent definitions. If X s Spec R, a
 . w xlarge class of such divisors can be defined using polynomials f t g R t of
w xunit content. That is, Spec R t ª Spec R is a primitive cover for anyf  t .
polynomial f with unit content. Let us call such a cover an elementary
primiti¨ e co¨er.
The following lemma says that quasi-projective schemes are affine
``locally in the primitive topology.''
LEMMA 3.2. For S quasi-projecti¨ e o¨er an affine scheme, there is a
primiti¨ e co¨er U ª S with U affine.
Proof. In fact there exists an open, affine subscheme of S = A1 which
maps surjectively to S. For let L be a very ample line bundle for S
 .generated by global sections s , . . . , s . Then the polynomial f t s s0 n 0
q ??? qs t n is a global section of p * L , where p : S = A1 ª S is then
1 w xnatural projection and A s Spec Z t . Observe that p * L is very ample on
1  . 1S = A . Thus, f t defines an effective divisor of S = A which is quasi-
finite over S and whose complement is the desired open set.
In some sense, the elementary primitive covers of an affine scheme are
all that one needs to consider.
LEMMA 3.3. Let X s Spec R be an affine scheme. Then any co¨er of X in
the primiti¨ e topology admits a refinement by an elementary primiti¨ e co¨er.
Proof. We first show that a closed subscheme Z of X = An which
contains no fiber of the map X = An ª X is contained in an effective
n w xrelative divisor of X = A over X. For say I is the ideal of R x , . . . , x1 n
defining Z. Then, for all maximal ideals m of R, there is an f g I not
w xcontained in m x , . . . , x . By quasi-compactness, there exist f , . . . , f in1 n 1 t
w xI such that, for all m , there exists a j with f not in m x , . . . , x . Nowj 1 n
define f s x N1 f q ??? qx Nn f for N sufficiently general. Then f is not in1 1 n n j
w xm x , . . . , x for all m , so that f has unit content, and yet f g I. Thus f1 n
defines an effective relative divisor containing Z as desired.
Thus, the cover X = An y Z ª X may be refined to X = An y D, D
 .  .  N1 Nn.the divisor defined by f x , . . . , x . Finally, define g t s f t , . . . , t1 n
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 . w xfor N sufficiently general so that g t has unit content. Then Spec R tj g
nª Spec R is easily seen to refine X = A y D ª X.
We now recall the distinguished role local rings play in the Zariski
topology. As is commonly known, a sequence of Zariski sheaves on a
scheme is exact if and only if it induces an exact sequence on all stalks.
The necessity of this condition is a formal consequence of the fact that
local rings ``look like points'' in the Zariski topology, by which we mean
the following. A ring R is local if and only if, for any Zariski cover
 4U ª Spec R , there exists an i such that the map U ª Spec R is a spliti i
 .surjection and therefore an isomorphism . Let us say an object X in a
category C equipped with a topology is acyclic if it satisfies this condition:
 4given any cover U ª X of X, there exists an i such that U ª X is spliti i
surjective.
EXAMPLE 3.4. In the category of CW complexes with the Grothendieck
topology given by covering spaces, a space is acyclic if and only if it is
simply connected.
EXAMPLE 3.5. For the category of schemes with the Zariski topology, a
scheme is acyclic if and only if it is the spectrum of a local ring.
EXAMPLE 3.6. On the category of schemes with the etale topology, aÂ
w xscheme is acyclic if and only if it is strictly henselian. See 9, Sect. 4 of I .
The following lemma indicates why we call such objects acyclic.
LEMMA 3.7. If X is acyclic and F is a sheaf of abelian groups, then the
 .higher cohomology groups of F at C ¨anish. Moreo¨er, the functor G X, y
is exact.
Proof. The second statement is a formal consequence of the first. If
Ïany cover of X splits, then the higher Cech cohomology groups on C
 4vanish for any presheaf of abelian groups F, since given a cover U ª X ,i
the splitting map X ª U allows one to construct a contracting homotopyj
Ïfor the Cech chain complex associated with this cover and F. But then the
w xlocal-global spectral sequence for cohomology 9, III.2.7
Ï p q pqqH X , H y, F « H X , F .  . .
Ï 0 q  .. w xestablishes the result, since H X, H y, F s 0 for q ) 0 by 9, III.2.9 .
PROPOSITION 3.8. An affine scheme is acyclic in the primiti¨ e topology if
and only if it is the spectrum of a primiti¨ e ring.
Proof. Observe that R is a primitive ring if and only if the map
w x  .R ª R x is a split injection whenever f x has unit content. If Spec Rf  x .
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is acyclic, then clearly R must be primitive. Conversely, assume R is
primitive. To show Spec R is acyclic, it suffices to check a cofinal collection
of covers. It therefore follows from Lemma 3.3 that Spec R is acyclic.
At this point, we observe an interesting quirk of the primitive topology.
As noted, for an affine scheme Spec R, every primitive cover is refined by
w xa cover arising from a map R ª R x , where f has unit content. Thef  x .
collection of these ring maps forms a directed set under inclusion of rings.
w xThe limit of this collection is the ring one obtains by inverting in R x all
 .polynomials with unit content, which we have written as R t . Then
 .Spec R t ª Spec R is in a certain sense the universal cover of Spec R,
since it factors through every primitive cover. But observe that it is itself
.not technically a cover of Spec R, but merely a limit of covers. Further-
 .  .more, recall that R t is itself a primitive ring, and so Spec R t has no
nontrivial primitive covers. This is loosely analogous to the situation
arising when one considers the category of CW complexes with covers
given by covering spaces. The universal covering space of a space admits
no nontrivial covers of its own.
In the Zariski topology, it is often convenient to speak of the value of a
presheaf at the spectrum of a local ring, even though the presheaf is not
technically defined there. We want to similarly abuse notation in the
primitive topology. Given a filtered indexing category I and a system of
Ãschemes X indexed by I such that X s lim X and all of the transi-i ig I i6tion maps X ª X are affine, it is convenient to define the value of F ati j
ÃX as the appropriate limit.
ÃDEFINITION 3.9. With I, X , and X as above, if F is a presheaf definedi
on each of the X , then we definei
ÃF X [ lim F X . 1 .  . . ig I i6
This definition might lead to some confusion should the presheaf
Ãalready have a definition at X. But in all examples of sheaves considered
in this paper, we have
ÃF X ( lim F X 2 .  . . ig I i6
 .in this situation. For example, any representable presheaf Hom y, ZX
 . w xwhere Z is locally of finite type over X satisfies condition 2 by 9, II.3.3 .
Also, the presheaves determined by the K-groups satisfy this condition
 w x.see 10, Proposition 2.2 of Sect. 7 .
We will employ Definition 3.9 primarily to make sense of the value of a
presheaf at the spectrum of the localization of a ring. In particular, given a
sheaf F on the small primitive site of Spec R, we want to be able to talk
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 .about the value of the sheaf at Spec R t , which we define to be the
inverse limit of F evaluated at each elementary primitive cover. Indeed,
 .we can extend F to the small site of Spec R t as well.
The fact that the limit of elementary primitive covers of a given affine
Ï .scheme Spec R is Spec R t allows a rather explicit description of the Cech
cohomology of a presheaf in the primitive topology.
PROPOSITION 3.10. For any ring R and presheaf of abelian groups F, the
Ï Ï i  .Cech cohomology group H Spec R, F is gi¨ en by the ith cohomologyprim
group of the complex
F R x ª F R x , x ª ??? ª F R x , . . . , x ª ??? , .  .  . .  .  .0 0 1 0 n
 .  .  .where we define R x , . . . , x [ R x m ??? m R x and the nth differ-0 n 0 R R n
ential is gi¨ en by the alternating sum of the n q 2 maps induced by sending
x , . . . , x to x , . . . , x , . . . , x , for i s 0, . . . , n q 1.Ã0 n 0 i nq1
Proof. In light of our convention regarding what we mean by
  ..F R x , . . . , x , the statement of the proposition is merely the observa-0 n
tion that the collection of elementary primitive covers forms a cofinal
subset of the poset of all covers.
THEOREM 3.11. A sequence of shea¨es of abelian groups in the primiti¨ e
topology is exact if and only if it is exact when e¨aluated at an arbitrary
primiti¨ e ring.
Proof. One implication follows directly from Lemma 3.7 and Proposi-
tion 3.8. To show the converse, it suffices to establish that the family of
 .functors G Spec R, y , where R is primitive, from sheaves to sets is a
conser¨ ati¨ e family in that a map of sheaves is an isomorphism if it is
 wmapped to an isomorphism under each member of the family see 1, Sect.
x.6 of IV . Let a : F ª G be a map of sheaves which is an isomorphism
after evaluation at any primitive ring. In the diagram
6
F Spec R F Spec R t .  . .
6
6 6
G Spec R t ,G Spec R  . .  .
 .the horizontal arrows are injective, since Spec R t ª Spec R is a limit of
primitive covers of Spec R, and the right-hand vertical arrow is an isomor-
 .phism since R t is primitive. This shows a is injective. Given g g
 .  w x .G Spec R , the restrictions of g to G Spec R t lifts to an element d off
 w x .F Spec R t , for some f with unit content. We need to show d restrictsf
 w x w x .to the same element of F Spec R t m R s under each of the twof  t . R f  s.
<evident maps. But observe g satisfies the analogous conditionSpec Rw t x f
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since it comes from a global section. Now pass to the ``universal cover''
 w x w x . .Spec R t m R s y . Since F ª G induces an isomorphism at thisf  t . R f  s.
universal cover, an easy diagram chase completes the proof.
4. THE PRIMITIVE TOPOLOGY AND PRESHEAVES
WITH TRANSFERS
We have shown local rings and primitive rings each yield acyclic objects
in appropriate topologies on the category of schemes. In fact, each
collection determines a ``conservative collection of points'' for the corre-
sponding categories of sheaves. A ``point'' for the category of sheaves
associated with some site can be defined to be a functor to the category of
sets which preserves colimits and finite limits. This actually defines what is
w xtermed a ``fiber functor'' in 1, Sect. 6 of IV , but is essentially equivalent
.to the definition of a ``point.'' Thus, an acyclic object X determines a
 .point given by the functor G X, y . The fact that the collection of spectra
of primitive rings determines a conservative collection of points is the
statement of Theorem 3.11.
To further the analogy of local and primitive rings, we will show that the
Zariski and primitive topologies yield the same cohomology theory for a
large class of sheaves. But first, we study a special case. Consider the sheaf
 .of abelian groups O* which assigns to a scheme S the units of G S, O . ItS
is a sheaf in the primitive topology and any topology coarser than the flat
.  1  4.topology since it is the representable sheaf Hom y, A y 0 . Recall that,
in the Zariski topology, the cohomology of O* on a scheme S, which we
write using the notation HU , is given byZar
=¡G S, O , if i s 0, .S
i ~H S, O* s . Pic S , if i s 1, .Zar ¢0, if i G 2 and S is regular.
We claim the same calculations are valid for the cohomology groups in
the primitive topology, provided we assume all residue fields that arise are
infinite. From now on, we work in the category of schemes each of whose
points has an infinite residue field. To establish the desired result, we need
to introduce an auxiliary topology on the category of schemes quasi-projec-
tive over an affine scheme. We define the ZP topology to be the coarsest
topology such that every Zariski cover and every primitive cover of a
scheme is a ZP cover. More explicitly, a ZP cover of X is any set of maps
 4U ª X obtained by ``composing'' a finite number of primitive or Zariskii
covers. Observe that the ZP topology is coarser than the flat topology, so
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that representable presheaves are ZP sheaves. It is straightforward to
 .check that any local ring with infinite residue field represents an acyclic
object for this topology, and, furthermore, the collection of local rings
provides us with a conservative family of points. That is, a map of sheaves
in the ZP topology is an isomorphism if and only if it is so at the spectrum
of every local ring.
The fact that the ZP and Zariski topologies share the same conservative
collection of points entails that they are essentially indistinguishable. For
example, given a presheaf F on the category of quasi-projective schemes
over X, there is a natural map F ; ª F ; since the ZP topology is finerZar ZP
than the Zariski topology. The subscripts denote sheafification in the
.corresponding topology. But this is a map of Zariski sheaves which
induces an isomorphism at all local rings, and thus must be an isomor-
phism. So the notions of a Zariski sheaf and a ZP sheaf coincide. More
generally, given a presheaf F, we can consider the Leray spectral sequence
;p q ; pqq ; pqq ;H S, H y, F « H S, F s H S, F . .  .  . .Zar ZP ZP ZP ZP ZP ZarZar
But since a local ring is an acyclic object in the ZP topology, it follows that
q  ; .H Spec R, F s 0 for q ) 0 and R local, and so the sheafification ofZP ZP
q  ; .H y, F in the Zariski topology is trivial. We state this result formallyZP ZP
for later use.
LEMMA 4.1. If e¨ery residue field of the scheme X is infinite and F is a
 .Zariski sheaf equi¨ alently, a ZP sheaf of abelian groups on the category of
quasi-projecti¨ e schemes o¨er X, then
H p X , F ( H p X , F . .  .Zar ZP
Let us now assume F is a ZP sheaf. We also have the Leray spectral
sequence relating the ZP and primitive topologies:
;p q pqqH S, H y, F « H S, F . .  . .primprim ZP ZP
Let us consider the special case F s O*, which is a ZP sheaf. If R is a
1  . 1  .primitive ring, then H Spec R, O* ( H Spec R, O* s 0 by LemmaZP Zar
q  .4.1 and Theorem 2.4. If in addition R is regular, then H Spec R, O* s 0ZP
for q ) 0. By considering the degeneration of the Leray spectral sequence
these calculations entail, we have the following result.
THEOREM 4.2. For any scheme X all of whose residue fields are infinite,
we ha¨e
H 1 X , O* ( H 1 X , O* , .  .prim Zar
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so that
H 1 X , O* ( Pic X . .  .prim
If in addition X is regular, then
H q X , O* ( H q X , O* .  .prim Zar
for all q.
For any topology, the first cohomology group of a sheaf of abelian
Ï  w x.groups is isomorphic to the first Cech cohomology group see 9, III.2.10 .
 .Using Theorem 4.2, we see that, for a ring R with infinite residue fields ,
we have
= = =1Pic R ( H R x ª R x , y ª R x , y , z , .  .  .  . .
 .  .  .where the first map in the chain complex is given by f x ¬ f y rf x and
 .  .  .  .the second by f x, y ¬ f x, y f y, z rf x, z .
The following theorem serves as evidence that the primitive topology
has potential as a computational device.
THEOREM 4.3. If R is a reduced ring with infinite residue fields, then
=R x , y .
Pic R ( . . = =R x ? R y .  .
 .=  .=Proof. We wish to understand the map R x, y ª R x, y, z . For an
 .=  .arbitrary ring A, A x, y is generated by polynomials f x, y for which
 .  .  .there exists a polynomial g x, y such that f x, y g x, y is a product of
 .  .polynomials of the form a x or b y of unit content. In particular, if A is
 .=  .=  .=a product of UFDs, then we have A x, y s A x ? A y . Let F denote
the ring of total quotients of R, which is a product of fields since R is
 .  .reduced. Then R x , . . . , x ª F x , . . . , x is an injection. Further, the0 n 0 n
 .=  .=  .=composition R x, y ª R x, y, z ª F x, y, z factors through
 .=  .=  .=  .=F x, y ª F x, y, z . But the map F x, y ª F x, y, z is given by the
 .  .  .=  .=formula f x, y ¬ f y, y , and therefore the map R x, y ª R x, y, z
itself is given by this formula. If we factor out of the complex
= = =R x ª R x , y ª R x , y , z .  .  .
the acyclic subcomplex
s= =1 ª R y ª R y , .  .
 .  .=   .=  .=.we arrive at the formula Pic R ( R x, y r R x ? R y , as desired.
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Remark 4.4. We know of a proof of this theorem which is valid for
normal rings R that does not involve the primitive topology.
We now proceed to prove a generalization of Theorem 4.2 for a large
class of sheaves. To do so, we must restrict attention to the category of
smooth quasi-projective schemes over some fixed infinite field k. We recall
w xthe definition of a ``pretheory'' as defined and studied by Voevodsky 12 .
Loosely speaking, a pretheory is a presheaf F on the category of schemes
such that a finite map X ª Y, with Y smooth and X integral, induces a
 .  .``transfer'' homomorphism F X ª F Y which is compatible with base
change in a certain sense. More precisely, we define, following Voevodsky,
a pretheory to be a presheaf of abelian groups F on the category of
smooth, quasi-projective schemes over k such that, given a smooth map
X ª Y of relative dimension 1, with Y smooth, and a closed, integral
subscheme i: Z ¨ X such that the evident map p: Z ª Y is finite and
surjective onto a connected component of Y, there exists a homomorphism
Tr : F X ª F Y . .  .Z
The presheaf F equipped with such transfer homomorphisms is required
to satisfy the properties that
 .  .  .1. F is additive in the sense that F Y @Y 9 ( F Y [ F Y 9 ;
 y1 .2. if p: Z ª Y is an isomorphism, then Tr s p *( i*;Z
3. and given a map Y 9 ª Y of smooth schemes and letting ZX , . . . , ZX1 n
denote the reduced components of Z9 [ Z = Y 9 and letting n be theY i
``multiplicity'' of ZX, the diagrami 6
F X F X = Y 9 .  .Y
6
X n TrTr i i ZZ i
6 6
F Y 9F Y  . .
commutes.
The multiplicity n is defined via intersection theory. For our purposes, iti
suffices to know that
v if Y 9 ª Y is an open immersion, then Z9 is integral with multiplic-
ity 1;
v if Y 9 ª Y is a projection from some projective space over Y, then
Z9 is integral with multiplicity 1;
v if Y 9 ª Y is a regular closed immersion of smooth integral schemes
 .i.e., a closed immersion defined locally by a regular sequence of elements ,
then n is given by the formulai
i OY , Y 9y1 length Tor O , k Y 9 . .  . . O i Z9 , ZZ 9 , Z ii
i
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Indeed, every quasi-projective map of smooth varieties can be factored
into maps of one of these three types.
It is helpful to reformulate the last condition in the definition of a
 .pretheory. Let C XrY denote the free abelian group on the set of0
closed, integral subschemes of X which map finitely and surjectively onto
 .a component of Y. Then C Xry defines a contravariant functor from0
 .the category of schemes over Y which are smooth over k to the category
of abelian groups as follows. An object Y 9 ª Y is sent to the free abelian
 .group C X = Y 9rY9 . A morphism Y ª Y is sent to the map0 Y 2 1
 .  .  .C X rY ª C X rY where X s X = Y which sends a generator0 1 1 0 2 2 i Y i
Z to the sum
n W , i i
i
where W , . . . , W are the reduced components of Z = Y and n is the1 m Y 2 i1
multiplicity defined as before. The fact that composition is respected
 w x .requires proof. See 12, p. 4 . We extend by linearity the notion of
transfer for F to a pairing
C XrY m F X ª F Y . .  .  .0
Using these definitions, the last condition defining a pretheory becomes
the condition that, given a map f : Y ª Y , the diagram2 1
6
C X rY m F X F Y .  .  .0 1 1 1 1
6
 . . F ff *mF f
6 6
F YC X rY m F X  . .  . 20 2 2 2
commutes.
An especially nice class of pretheories consists of those which are
 .  1.homotopy invariant, i.e., are such that the evident map F X ª F X = A
is an isomorphism for all smooth X.
EXAMPLE 4.5. The sheaf O* is a homotopy invariant pretheory. The
transfer map can be described for affine schemes as follows. Given a finite
map A ª B, with A regular and B integral, define a transfer homomor-
phism B=ª A= by sending u g B= to the ``determinant'' of the A-mod-
uule automorphism B ª B. If B happens to be A-projective, the definition
of this determinant is the usual one. Otherwise, one must resolve the
w y1 x w y1 xA-Z t, t -bimodule B via a finite complex of A-Z t, t -bimodulesu
 wwhich are finitely generated and projective as A-modules. See 13, Note
x .3.7 for a proof, due to Grayson, that this can be accomplished. Finally,
udefine the determinant of B ª B as the alternating product of determi-
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nants appearing in this resolution. The reader can verify that this endows
O* with the structure of a pretheory. Alternatively, it follows from Theo-
rem 4.22 below that O* is a pretheory since it is the sheafification of K in1
the primitive topology.
The Picard functor defines a homotopy invariant pretheory which is not
.a sheaf . The transfer homomorphisms can be defined analogously to those
for O*. Alternatively, if the ground field k is perfect, Voevodsky shows
that the Zariski cohomology groups of a homotopy invariant pretheory,
wviewed as presheaves of abelian groups, are pretheories 12, Theorem
x  .4.27 , and so Pic y is a homotopy invariant pretheory since O* is.
The following lemma states a useful property of primitive rings not
shared by local rings. A consequence is that pretheories behave nicely in
the primitive topology.
w xTHEOREM 4.6 3, Proposition 3.6 . If R is primiti¨ e and R ª A is a
module finite ring map, then A is primiti¨ e.
COROLLARY 4.7. If X ª Y is a finite map of quasi-projecti¨ e schemes,
then any primiti¨ e co¨er of X can be refined by the pullback of a primiti¨ e
co¨er of Y.
Proof. Let U ª X define a primitive cover of X. By taking a primitive
cover of Y consisting of an affine scheme, considering its pullback along
the map X ª Y and the refinement of it induced by U ª X, we may
assume both X and Y are affine. Since X is affine, we may assume the
map U ª X defines an elementary primitive cover. Say X s Spec A and
w xY s Spec B and the cover of X in question is A ª A t , f having unitf  t .
 .content. Then by Theorem 4.6, A m B x is a primitive ring. ThusB
 .   .. w x  .A m B x ª A m B x m A t is a split injection. Since B tB B A f
w xs lim B t , g of full content, it follows that, for suitable g, we have thatg g6
w x w xA ª A t factors through A ª A m B x , which was to be shown.f B g
COROLLARY 4.8. If F is a pretheory on Smrk, then so is its sheafification
in the primiti¨ e topology.
Proof. This is more or less a formal consequence of Corollary 4.7. For
consider sF, the separated presheaf in the primitive topology associated
 .with F, which assigns to a smooth scheme X the quotient of F X by
those sections which vanish upon restriction to some primitive cover of X.
 .Let g g F X vanish on U, where U ª X induces a primitive cover of X,
and let Z ; X be any closed integral subscheme of X finite over Y. Then
there exists a primitive cover V ª Y whose pullback to X refines U. It
 . <follows immediately from the naturality of transfer that Tr g s 0. It isVZ
straightforward to check that this endows sF with the structure of a
pretheory compatible with the map F ª sF.
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;  .From now on, assume F s sF. Since F is separable, the group F Wprim
is defined as
lim ker F U ª F U = U , .  . .W6
where the limit ranges over all primitive covers U ª W of W. Let U ª X
 .be a primitive cover and g an element of F U which vanishes on U = U.X
Let V ª Y be a primitive cover whose pullback to X refines U. Without
 .loss of generality, we may assume U s V = X. We then define Tr g sY Z
 .  .Tr g , which by naturality of transfers is an element of F V thatZ= VY
 .vanishes on F V = V . One now checks that this gives a well-definedY
;transfer map satisfying the necessary axioms for the sheaf F .prim
Remark 4.9. The corresponding fact for the Zariski topology is false.
w xThis annoyance is circumvented in 12 by showing, via a lengthy argument,
that the sheafification of a homotopy in¨ariant pretheory is itself a prethe-
ory.
Let F be a homotopy invariant pretheory on the category of smooth
schemes. Our ultimate goal is to show the Zariski and primitive sheaf
cohomology groups associated with the corresponding sheaves F ; andZar
F ; coincide. To accomplish this, we reproduce for the primitive topologyprim
w xsome of the results found in 12 for pretheories in the Zariski topology. A
key point will be to establish the property that a homotopy invariant
pretheory which vanishes on all fields over k has trivial sheafification in
the primitive topology.
w xWe will use the machinery of ``standard triples'' due to Voevodsky 12 .
A central construction in this theory involves the notion of a ``good
compactification'' of a smooth, affine scheme. Briefly, such a compactifica-
tion of a smooth, affine scheme X consists of an open dense immersion
X ¨ X with X normal together with a map X ª S, where S is smooth
w xand affine, such that 12, Definition. 2.4
v the map X ª S is proper map, equidimensional of relative dimen-
sion 1,
v the induced map X ª S is smooth of relative dimension 1,
and
v the closed, reduced subscheme X [ X y X has an open, affine`
neighborhood inside X.
Observe that the map X ª S is necessarily finite, as it is affine and`
w xproper. The central construction 12, Proposition 4.9 guarantees the
existence of smooth compactifications in a neighborhood of finite collec-
tion of points on a smooth scheme. More precisely, we have
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w xPROPOSITION 4.10 12, Proposition 4.9 . Gi¨ en a smooth, quasi-projecti¨ e
¨ariety X o¨er k and a reduced, closed subscheme Z containing no compo-
nents of X, then gi¨ en any finite set of points on X, there exists an open, affine
neighborhood U of these points such that both U and U y Z admit a common
good compactification. That is, there exist a proper map of relati¨ e dimension
1, U ª S, where S is a smooth, affine scheme and U is normal, and an open,
dense immersion U ª U such that the induced map U ª S is smooth and the
 .  .closed subscheme Z l U @ U y U admits an affine, open neighborhood
in U.
We can rephrase this proposition by making the following definition.
w x  .DEFINITION 4.11 12, Definition 4.1 . A triple X ª S, X , Z is called`
a standard triple if Z and X are closed, reduced subschemes of the`
normal scheme X such that X l Z s B and X ª S represents a good`
compactification of each of X [ X y X and X y Z.`
Then Proposition 4.10 states that, given such an X and Z, some open
neighborhood U of a finite set of points is part of a standard triple
 .U ª S, U , Z l U with U s U y U . The existence of such standard` `
w xtriples proves to be the central technique for much of 12 .
We will now establish a version of Proposition 4.10 for the primitive
topology. Essentially, we wish to replace the phrase ``open, affine neigh-
borhood'' with ``affine primitive cover.''
Let X be a closed, smooth subscheme of affine space Al. Assume X is
equidimensional of dimension r q 1 and Z is a closed subscheme of X of
dimension at most r. To overcome technical difficulties arising in charac-
teristic p, we embed Al in a larger affine space An via the quadratic
Veronese embedding, and we think of X as a closed subscheme of An.
This has the desired effect that linear sections of X under this new
embedding correspond to intersections by quadratic hypersurfaces under
the old. We consider an arbitrary linear projection of An to Ar sending the
origin of An to that of Ar. Our goal is to show that the general projection
of this form, after passing to suitable primitive covers, induces the desired
good compactification of X and X y Z. Such a map is given by an r = n
matrix and is thus parameterized by AN, were N s nr. In other words,
there is a map
An = AN ª Ar = AN , 3 .
defined on coordinates by
x , . . . , x , a .  . .1 n i , j
¬ a x q ??? qa x , . . . , a x q ??? qa x , a . 4 .  .  . .1, 1 1 1, n n r , 1 1 r , n n i , j
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n r n r  .Embed A and A into P and P in the standard way, and extend 3 to
the rational map from P n = AN to P r = AN given on coordinates as
w xx : ??? : x , a ¬ x : same as in 4 , a . .  .  . .  .0 n i , j 0 i , j
n r nLet X denote the closure of X in P . Now define B ª P = A by
N r N r N r Nblowing up X = A ª P = A . Pull back B along A = A ª P = A
Ä r Nand write the result as p: X ª A = A . Let W denote the closed sub-Ä
Ä Äscheme of X consisting of the nonsmooth points of p and let X s X y XÄ `
= AN. Let X 1 and W 1 be the closed subschemes of X and W, respec-` `
tively, whose points belong to fibers over Ar = AN of dimension at least 1.
N ÄConsider the closure Z of Z = A in X and let Z denote the comple-`
Nment of Z = A in Z. The following diagram summarizes the situation:
N N 6
6 6 ÄZ = A X = A X X
6 6
6
`
6
pÄ
r NA = A .
If we pick a point ¨ of AN}say with residue field k9}and pull back
 4 Neverything along ¨ ª A , we obtain the diagram
6
6 6 ÄZ X X X
6
6
6
k 9 k 9 ¨ `¨
6
pÄ¨
rA .k 9
The map p can be described as the result of blowing up the mapÄ¨
r r rX ª P induced by ¨ and then pulling back along A ª P . Thek 9 k 9 k 9 k 9
Äscheme X is given by X y X . Additionally, we have the scheme W`¨ ¨ k 9 ¨
Ä rwhich is the locus of nonsmooth points of the map X ª A , the scheme¨ k 9
ÄZ which is the closure of Z in X , and analogously defined schemes¨ k 9 ¨
Z , W 1, and X 1 .`¨ ¨ `¨
We first recall a property of a general linear projection which holds
locally in the Zariski topology.
LEMMA 4.12. Let X and Z be as abo¨e. Define X and Z to be the closures
of X and Z in P r. Fix a rational point y of Ar. Then there is an open dense
subscheme of AN such that the map p: X ª Ar associated with anyk¨ . k¨ .
point ¨ in this open subscheme and its extension to a rational map p: X ªk¨ .
P r satisfyk¨ .
y1 .1. p smooth near points of p y
and
2. the center of p is a finite set of points which misses Z.
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ny1Proof. The center of p is contained in the hyperplane P at infinity
and is defined by the r linear homogeneous forms in X , . . . , X deter-1 n
mined by the rows of the matrix defining p. Thus the center of the general
projection p is the intersection of the general codimension r linear
ny1 ny1subscheme of P with X. Since X l P has dimension r and
ny1Z l P has dimension at most r y 1, the second condition is satisfied
by the general projection.
To establish the first condition, observe that we may as well assume y is
the origin of Ar, since the collection of linear maps from An to Ar sending
the origin to the origin and the analogous collection sending the origin to
y are isomorphic. The fiber of p over the origin is defined by the vanishing
of the r linear polynomials, which we write l , . . . , l , in the variables1 r
x , . . . , x with coefficients taken from the rows of the matrix defining p.1 n
The polynomials l have no constant terms; so points on the fiber can bei
described as the intersection of X with a general system of r hyperplanes
y1 .passing through the origin. The map p is smooth near a point x in p 0
if and only if the intersection of X with the linear hypersurface defined by
l , . . . , l is transversal at x. But recall that we have embedded X in An so1 r
that an intersection by a general linear hypersurface coincides with the
intersection of X by a general quadratic hypersurface under the original
l wembedding of X in A . Thus, using a version of Bertini's theorem 2,
xXI.2.1 , we have that the general projection p is smooth near each point of
y1 .p y .
Remark 4.13. Using this lemma one can establish Proposition 4.10. See
w x13, Proof of Lemma 5.9 for a detailed proof.
LEMMA 4.14. Fix a rational point y of Ar. Then there is an open dense
subscheme of AN such that each point ¨ with residue field k9 in this
subscheme satisfies the properties that
y1 .1. the map p is smooth near points of p y l XÄ Ä¨ ¨ k 9
y1 .  1 1 .2. the scheme p y l Z j W j X is empty.Ä¨ `¨ ¨ `¨
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.12 to show that the general projection
n r rA ª A satisfies property 1 and induces a rational map X ª P whose
center C is a finite set of points that does not intersect the closure of Z.
r r ÄLet B ª P denote the blowup of X ª P and define C to be the inverse
rÄimage of C under B ª X. Then C is finite over P , since it is a closed
subscheme of C = P r. Also the points of the closure of Z in B which are
r y1 .not in Z map to the hyperplane at infinity in P . It follows that p y l ZÄ¨ `
is empty for general ¨ . If W9 is the locus of nonsmooth points of B ª P r,
y1 .then the fiber of W9 over y is finite, since W9 l X l p y is empty andÄ
Äthe only other points of W9 lying over y belong to C. Thus the closed
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subscheme consisting of points of W9 belonging to fibers of dimension at
r y1 . 1least 1 misses y under B ª P . It follows that p y l W is empty forÄ¨ ¨
general ¨ . Finally, B y X consists of points mapping to the hyperplane at
r Äinfinity of P and points belonging to C. Again, it follows that the closed
subscheme consisting of points of B y X belonging to fibers of dimension
y1 1 .at least 1 misses y, and so p y l X is empty for general ¨.Ä¨ `¨
1 .We let D be the image under p of the closed subscheme W l Z j WÄ
j Z j X 1. Then D is a closed subscheme of Ar = AN. The central fact` `
we need is the following.
LEMMA 4.15. The open subscheme Ar = AN y D maps onto Ar, and thus
defines a primiti¨ e co¨er.
Proof. Fix a finite collection of rational points y , . . . , y of Ar, and let1 t
V ; AN be the intersection of the finitely many open subschemes associ-
ated with the y as described in Lemma 4.14. We claim the fiber of D overi
 .  .y , ¨ for any ¨ g V is empty. To show this, first observe W l Z j Zi `
  N ..s W l Z = A j Z . Since Z ; X, it follows from the properties`
 .  .stated in Lemma 4.14 that the fiber of W l Z over y , ¨ is empty.i
1 1  .Similarly, the fiber of W j Z j X over y , ¨ is empty.` ` i
For an arbitrary closed point y of Ar, reduce to the previous case by
faithfully flat descent, using the finite field extension of the ground field
defined by y. Thus, the fiber of D over any closed point of Ar is a proper
Nclosed subscheme of A , from which the lemma follows.
We define S s Ar = AN y D, a primitive cover of Ar, and pull every-
thing back along S ª Ar = AN, using a subscript S to signify these
 N .pullbacks. Further refine X = A by removing W, and let U denote theS
result. Then one can check that
1. U is a primitive cover of X,
2. U ª S is a smooth curve,
Ä Ä3. U is an open dense subscheme of X and X ª S is proper mapS S
equidimensional of relative dimension 1,
4. X ª S is finite,`S
and
 N .5. Z = A is contained in U and is finite over S.S
ÄWe can further assume that X is normal by replacing it with its normal-S
ization.
We have almost found a good compactification for the primitive cover U
of X. All that is lacking is the condition that the subscheme at infinity is
Äcontained in an affine open subscheme of X . We use the followingS
assertion. If Y is a closed subscheme of a scheme P which is projective
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over an affine scheme S and Y maps finitely to S, then for some primitive
cover of S the pullback of Y is contained in the complement of an
effective very ample divisor. For say P is a closed subscheme of P n. TheS
collection of hyperplanes of P n is parameterized by P n itself. Over eachS S
point of S lie finitely many points of Y, and so each point in some open
subscheme U of P n corresponds to a hyperplane that misses the fiber of Ys S
n  .over s. Let V ; S = P be the open subscheme consisting of points s, u
such that u g U . Let H be the hyperplane of S = P n = P n consisting ofs
 .points x, y such that x lies on the hyperplane corresponding to y. One
easily checks that V = Y misses H. Thus V l An, for any An ; P n, is theS
desired primitive cover, since the pullback of Y will be contained in the
 n. n.affine subscheme V l A = P y H.V
We summarize what we have accomplished with the following statement.
COROLLARY 4.16. Let X be a smooth scheme o¨er k and let Z be a closed
subscheme containing no connected components of X. Then locally in the
primiti¨ e topology, X admits a good compactification that also represents a
good compactification for X y Z.
To be more explicit, there exist a primitive cover U ª X with U dense
in some normal scheme U, a smooth affine scheme S, and a proper map
p: U ª S equidimensional of relative dimension 1 such that p restricts to
a smooth map of relative dimension 1 U ª S and to a finite map
Z @U ª S, where U [ U y U and Z s Z = U. Additionally, theU ` ` U X
closed subscheme Z @U is contained in some affine open neighbor-U `
hood.
We pause here to record a consequence of the previous constructions.
We have all the necessary tools to establish the ``Gersten conjecture'' for
smooth varieties in the primitive topology. The Gersten conjecture for the
w xZariski topology, which was proved by Quillen 10, Theorem 5.11 , states
that if R is the localization at a point of a smooth scheme of finite type
 .  .over a field and F is its field of fractions, then K R ª K F is anq q
injection. Actually, the Gersten conjecture says, more generally, that the
nq1 . n .map K R ª K R is zero, where the superscript n signifies K-theoryq q
with supports in codimension at least n. When n s 0, it follows immedi-
 .  .ately that K R ª K F is an injection.q q
 .THEOREM 4.17 Gersten conjecture for primitive rings . Let Spec R be
nq1 . n .a smooth, connected, affine ¨ariety o¨er k. Then the map K y ª K yq q
is zero locally in the primiti¨ e topology of Spec R. In particular, if F is the
  ..   ..field of fractions of R, the map K R t ª K F t is an injection.q q
Proof. We follow Quillen's proof for the Zariski topology and the
w xvariation of it given by Grayson 5 . Let X s Spec R be a smooth con-
nected scheme over k and let Z be any proper closed subscheme. For any
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n .quasi-projective scheme Y, let M Y denote the abelian category of
coherent sheaves on Y whose supports have codimension at least n. It
suffices to show that, for some primitive cover U ª X, the inclusion of
n . n .categories M Z = U ª M U induces the zero map on K-groups. ByX
Corollary 4.16 there is a primitive cover U ª X and a smooth map of
relative dimension 1 U ª S, where S is affine, such that the induced map
Z = U ª S is finite. Let Z denote Z = U. Define W to be theX U X
pullback Z = U, so that W ª Z is smooth of relative dimension 1 andU S U
furthermore the map Z ª U induces a split injection Z ª W. We haveU U
a diagram
6
Z W
6
U
s
6
Z ,U
which shows that Z ª W is a closed immersion of schemes smooth overU
Z . If I is the sheaf of ideals defining Z as a closed subscheme of W,U U
then I is locally free of rank 1. By choosing a refinement of the cover
U ª X, we can assume I is actually free of rank 1, since the Picard group
vanishes locally in the primitive topology. Thus the closed immersion
 .Z ª W is defined by a single nonzero divisor of G W, O . LettingU W
Z s Spec A, U s Spec B, and W s Spec C, we have that Crf ( A forU
some nonzero divisor f , the map C ª B is finite, and the composite
C ª B ª A is a surjection. We thus have a short exact sequence
f 6
0 ª C C ª A ª 0,
from which we can define a short exact sequence of functors from
M n Spec A ª M n Spec B .  .
given by
0 ª M ¬ M m C ª M ¬ M m C ª M ¬ M m A ª 0. .  .  .A A A
A .The sequence of functors is exact because Tor M, A s 0, and M m C1 A
n .is in M Spec B because C is module finite over B. By Quillen's additiv-
w xity theorem 10, Corollary 1 , it follows that the inclusion of categories
n n .  .M Z ª M U induces the zero map on K-groups.U
 .In the terminology of Voevodsky, a standard triple T s X ª S, X , Z`
is split by an open subscheme V ; X provided the line bundle L definingD
the closed immersion X ª X = X is trivial when restricted to V = Z.S S
 w x.LEMMA 4.18 See 12, Lemma 4.5 . If V splits T and F is a homotopy
 .  .in¨ariant pretheory, then there is a map F X y Z ª F V such that the
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 .  .  .composite F X ª F X y Z ª F V coincides with the natural map
 .  .F X ª F V .
w xFinally, we arrive at the following analog of 12, Corollary 4.19 .
THEOREM 4.19. If F is a homotopy in¨ariant pretheory, then for any
;  . ;  .smooth X and dense open subscheme V we ha¨e that F X ª F V isprim prim
an injection. In particular, if F ¨anishes near the generic points of X, then
F ; s 0.prim
Proof. We may assume X is connected and we let Z be the closed,
reduced subscheme associated with X y V. The proof of Corollary 4.8
shows that the separated presheaf sF associated with F is a pretheory and
furthermore sF is homotopy invariant because any quotient of a homotopy
invariant presheaf is homotopy invariant. Thus we can assume F is a
separated presheaf. Let U ª X be a primitive cover of X for which
 .U s U y U for some standard triple T s U ª S, U , Z , where we let` ` U
Z denote Z = U. For a suitable open subscheme U9 of U which surjectsU X
onto X, this line bundle becomes trivial since the Picard group vanishes
 .  .locally in the primitive topology. But then the map F U ª F U9 factors
 .  .through F U ª F U y Z by Lemma 4.18. Since F is separated andU
 .  .U9 ª X is a primitive cover, the map F X ª F U9 is injective. But this
 .  .map factors through the map F X ª F V , which is therefore an injec-
tion. Since X and V were arbitrary, it follows easily that the map
; ; .  .F X ª F V is an injection as well.prim prim
THEOREM 4.20. If F is a homotopy in¨ariant presheaf with transfers, then
for any smooth scheme X we ha¨e
HU X , F ; ( HU X , F ; . .  .Zar Zar prim prim
Proof. As shown earlier, the Leray spectral sequence yields an isomor-
phism
HU X , F ; ( HU X , F ; , .  .Zar Zar ZP ZP
for any presheaf F. In particular, F ; ( F ; . Now consider the naturalZar ZP
map F ª F ; of presheaves. The sheaf F ; has the underlying structureZP Zar
w xof a homotopy invariant pretheory by 12, Proposition 4.21 . Therefore,
kernel and cokernel of this map are homotopy invariant pretheories with
the additional property that they vanish upon sheafification in the Zariski
topology. Let G be any such pretheory. Then applying Theorem 4.19 to an
arbitrary nonempty open subscheme of a fixed smooth scheme X, we have
;  . ;  .that G X injects into lim G U s 0, since G vanishes near theprim U prim6
generic points of X. Thus, G ; s 0 for such a pretheory G. In particular,prim
the natural map F ; ª F ; is an isomorphism.prim ZP
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Using the Leray spectral sequence for descent from the ZP topology to
the primitive topology, we see that it suffices to show
;q ;H y, F s 0, . primZar Zar
w xfor q ) 0. Fixing q ) 0, we know by 12, Theorem 4.27 that the presheaf
q  ; .G s H y, F is a homotopy invariant presheaf with transfers andZar Zar
furthermore it vanishes locally in the Zariski topology. As we just showed,
such pretheories vanish upon sheafification in the primitive topology.
Remark 4.21. A special case of Theorem 4.20 is that the sheafifications
of a homotopy invariant pretheory in the Zariski and primitive topologies
w xcoincide as presheaves. In particular, by 12, Proposition 4.21 , the sheafifi-
cation of a homotopy invariant pretheory in the primitive topology is
homotopy invariant.
Finally, we wish to elaborate slightly on the utility of the primitive
topology for the study of K-theory. Observe that the K-groups define
presheaves, but they fail to be pretheories since the naturality under
pullback fails to hold in the required sense. Nevertheless, this failure is a
global phenomenon which disappears locally in both the Zariski and
primitive topologies. The following theorem formalizes this statement.
 .THEOREM 4.22. The presheaf X ¬ K X becomes a homotopy in¨ariantq
pretheory after sheafification in either the primiti¨ e or Zariski topology. In
particular, ``K-cohomology'' of smooth schemes is the same for the Zariski
and primiti¨ e topologies in the sense that there is an isomorphism
H i X , K ; ( H i X , K ; .  .Zar q prim q
for any smooth quasi-projecti¨ e scheme X defined o¨er an infinite field.
w xProof. A proof for the Zariski topology can be found in 13 or can be
constructed by analogy from the following proof for the primitive topology.
Observe that it suffices to show the separated presheaf in the primitive
topology associated with K , which we will write as sK , is a homotopyq q
invariant pretheory, since if this holds, the result follows from Theorem
w x4.20 and 12, Proposition 4.21 . The homotopy invariance of sK followsq
from the fact that it is a quotient of K and K is homotopy invariant.q q
We will actually show sK is well behaved with respect to transfersq
defined by an arbitrary finite morphism of schemes X ª Y, where Y is
smooth and X is integral. Given any finite, surjective map of quasi-projec-
tive schemes X ª Y, with Y regular and X integral, we can define a
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 .  .transfer map K X ª K Y by using the composite morphismq q
K X ª K X X ª K X Y ( K Y , .  .  .  .q q q q
X  . X  .where the map from K X to K Y is induced by pushforward ofq q
coherent sheaves. Let us write this transfer map as Tr . Observe that, toX r Y
define Tr , the scheme X need not be integral, but in order for theX r Y
naturality condition to work out, integrality will be needed. We record
here a fact which we will use several times: If Y 9 ª Y is a morphism of
smooth schemes such that Y 9 and X are ``Tor-independent'' over Y i.e.,
Y  X .Tor O , O s 0 for q ) 0, as is the case, for example, when either X orq X Y
.Y 9 is flat over Y and X 9 s X = Y 9, then the diagramY
6
K X K X 9 .  .q q
6
TrTr X 9r Y 9X r Y
6 6
K Y 9K Y  . . qq
5 .
w xcommutes 10, Proposition 2.11 of Sect. 7 .
Recall that, in general, the separated presheaf associated with a presheaf
is the quotient sheaf obtained by modding out by locally trivial sections.
We wish to extend the transfer map Tr to the presheaf sK . IfX r Y q
 .g g K X vanishes on some primitive cover U ª X of X, then byq
Corollary 4.7 there exists a primitive cover V ª Y of Y whose pullback to
X refines U ª X. Without loss of generality, U s X = V. Since V ª Y isY
flat, the square
6
K X K U .  .q q
6
TrTr Ur VX r Y
6 6
K VK Y  . . qq
 .commutes since it is a special case of 5 , and it follows that we can define
 .  .an induced transfer map sK X ª sK Y , which we also write as Tr .q q X r Y
Observe that the surjection K ª sK is compatible with the maps Tr.q q
To establish that sK is a pretheory, it is sufficient to show theq
compatibility of the transfer maps with pullback in the following sense.
Suppose Y 9 ª Y is quasi-projective map of smooth schemes. Let X 9 [ X
= Y 9 and consider the reduced subschemes associated with its irreducibleY
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components, which we write U , . . . , U . Suppose the multiplicity of U is1 n i
n . Then we need to show the diagrami
6
sK X . sK U .[q q i
i
6
 n TrTr i i U r Y 9X r Y i
6 6
sK Y 9sK Y  . . qq
6 .
commutes. If the map Y 9 ª Y happens to be a primitive cover, then X 9 is
 .integral and the commutativity of 6 is a consequence of the commutativ-
 .ity of 5 and the fact that the surjection K ª sK commutes with theq q
 .  .transfer maps. For any separated sheaf F, the map F Y 9 ª F U induced
by a cover U ª Y 9 is an injection. Thus we can replace Y 9 by a primitive
 .cover in 6 . By first replacing Y with an affine primitive cover and pulling
everything back, we can reduce to the case where Y is affine, and in fact to
an arbitrarily fine primitive cover of Y. Say Y s Spec A, X s Spec B, and
Y 9 s Spec C.
The map Y 9 ª Y is a quasi-projective map of smooth schemes, which
means in particular that locally on Y in the Zariski topology it can be
factored as a closed immersion defined by a sequence of regular elements
followed by an open immersion followed by a projection from projective
w xspace over Y 6, Theorem 17.12.1 . The same factorization exists locally in
the primitive topology. For a closed immersion of smooth affine schemes
Spec RrI ¨ Spec R has the property that IrI 2 is a projective RrI-mod-
ule. When IrI 2 is actually a free module, then I is generated by a regular
w xsequence of elements 6, 16.9.3 . Thus, upon passing to a primitive cover of
Spec R, the projective RrI-module IrI 2 becomes free and the closed
immersion is defined by a regular sequence.
 .The factorization of Y 9 ª Y allows us to reduce to showing 6 com-
mutes when the map Y 9 ª Y
v is an open immersion,
v is a projection from projective space over Y,
and
v is a closed immersion of smooth schemes defined by a regular
sequence.
We can further reduce the third case, using induction, to the case of a
closed immersion of smooth schemes defined by a single nonzero divisor.
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For locally on Y, we are in the situation where a quotient of smooth ring
A by a certain regular sequence is itself smooth. It follows that the
quotient of A by any subsequence is also smooth.
If Y 9 ª Y is either an open immersion or a projection from projective
 .space over Y, then X 9 is integral and the commutativity of 6 is once
 .again a direct consequence of the commutativity of 5 . For the final case,
 .we have C s Arp, where p s f for f a nonzero divisor of A. Observe
that B is integral and A ª B is injective. From this it follows that
A .Tor Arp, B s 0 for n ) 0. Thus the diagramn
6
sK B sK Brp B .  .q q
66 6
sK ArpsK A  . . qq
 .commutes since diagram 5 commutes. It follows that it suffices to show
that the diagram
6
sK Brp B . sK Brq .[q q i
i
6
Tr
n Tr6 ii
sK Arp , .q
7 .
commutes, where q , . . . , q are the minimal primes of Brp B and Tr1 m
denotes the maps induced by restriction of scalars. We recall that the
integer n is given by the equationi
i A pn s y1 length Tor B , k p , .  . .i B i qq ii
i
which in this situation simplifies to the equation
n s length B rp B . .i B q qq i ii
By pulling back along primitive covers of Spec A, we may assume A, B,
Arp, and Brp B are all primitive. Observe that K and sK agree onq q
 .primitive rings. By Theorem 4.17, we know that the map K Arp ªq
  ..K k p is an injection. Without loss of generality, we can assume Arp isq
 .a field and we need only show 7 commutes in this case. In other words,
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given a field F and a finite extension B, which is necessarily an Artin ring,
with prime ideals q , . . . , q , we need to show1 m
6
K B . K Brq .[q q i
i
6
Tr
n Tr6 ii
K F , .q
8 .
commutes, where n s length B . But leti qi
0 s I ; I ; ??? ; I s Bm my1 0
be a filtration of B by ideals such that the quotient I rI is simple}i.e.,j jq1
isomorphic to a residue field of B. Then the functors P ¬ P m I rIB j jq1
are the quotients of a filtration of the forgetful functor from projective
 .B-modules to F-vector spaces. But observe that Brq appears length Bj q j
times in the filtration. The result follows from Quillen's additivity theorem
w x10, Corollary 2 .
Observe that an obvious consequence of this theorem is that, given a
 .smooth, primitive ring essentially of finite type over an infinite field , one
has
H 0 Spec R , K ; ( K R . . .Zar 2 2
To some extent this explains why van der Kallen was able to give a
presentation of K for primitive rings. It would be interesting to find some2
Ïapplication for the rather explicit definition of the Cech cohomology
groups in the primitive topology for the sheafified K-groups. Theorem 4.3
is the easiest case of this goal. More generally, can one say anything about
Ï ;the nth Cech cohomology group K ? Recall that, for a smooth schemen
X, the nth Zariski cohomology group and therefore the nth primitive
. ;cohomology group of K gives the codimension n Chow group of X. An
Ïmore basic question is whether the Cech cohomology groups for the
primitive topology agree with the derived functor cohomology groups. In
 .full generality, this seems unlikely, since the rings R x , . . . , x introduced1 n
earlier fail to be acyclic for the primitive topology. But perhaps it is true
for the restricted class of sheaves whose underlying presheaves are pre-
theories.
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